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EEG Changes Accompanying Successive Cycles of Sleep Restriction With and 
Without Naps in Adolescents
Ju Lynn Ong, PhD; June C. Lo, PhD; Joshua J. Gooley, PhD; Michael W.L. Chee, MBBS 

Centre for Cognitive Neuroscience, Neuroscience and Behavioral Disorders Program, Duke-NUS Medical School, Singapore

Study objectives: To investigate the temporal evolution of  sleep EEG changes in adolescents across two cycles of  sleep restriction and recovery simulating an 
intense school week and to examine the effect of  an afternoon nap on nocturnal sleep.
Methods: A parallel-group design, quasi-laboratory study was conducted in a student hostel. Fifty-seven adolescents (31 males, age = 15–19 years) were 
randomly assigned to nap or no nap groups. Participants underwent a 15-day protocol comprising two sleep restriction (5-hour time-in-bed [TIB]) and recovery 
(9-hour TIB) cycles. The nap group was also provided with a 1-hour nap opportunity at 14:00 following each sleep restriction night. Polysomnography recordings 
were obtained on nine nights and five nap episodes.
Results: Naps reduced homeostatic sleep pressure on sleep restriction nights as evidenced by longer N2 latency and reduced total sleep time (TST), sleep 
efficiency (SE), and slow wave energy. Sleep debt accumulated in both groups, evidenced by increased TST, greater SE, and reduced wake after sleep onset 
on recovery compared to baseline nights. Changes were greater in the no nap group. Recovery sleep after the first cycle of  sleep restriction did not restore 
sleep architecture to baseline in either group. SE, rapid eye movement (REM), and non-REM sleep increased, and N2 latency was reduced in the second sleep 
restriction period.
Conclusions: Changes in sleep EEG induced by sleep restriction to 5-hour TIB for five nights were not eliminated after two nights of  9-hour recovery sleep. An 
afternoon nap helped but residual effects on the sleep EEG suggest that there is no substitute for adequate nocturnal sleep.
Keywords: Adolescents, sleep restriction, daytime nap, recovery sleep.

INTRODUCTION
Adolescents undergo a period of rapid physical and psycho-
logical change, often accompanied by intense pressure to excel 
academically and keep up-to-date with their peers on social 
media. The resulting delay in bedtimes,1,2 together with early 
school start times, jointly lead to recurrent sleep loss during 
the school term. To combat the daytime sleepiness and cogni-
tive deficits induced by sleep curtailment, many resort to nap-
ping. The National Sleep Foundation 2011 Sleep in America 
poll observed that approximately 61% of adolescents aged 
13–18 years reported sleeping less than the recommended 8 
hours of sleep,3,4 while 53% reported napping on school days.5 
To catch up on lost sleep, many adolescents extend sleep on 
weekends.6

Existing research on sleep restriction has focused on acute 
and short-term changes in sleep and its architecture across a 
single cycle of multi-night sleep restriction. These studies have 
shown increases in homeostatic sleep drive following chronic 
sleep loss,7,8 together with increased sleep duration and inten-
sity (measured by slow wave energy [SWE]) during recovery 
sleep.9

In contrast, little is known about the effects of recurrent sleep 
restriction and recovery commonly experienced by adolescents. 
There has been a steady decline in the number of adolescents 
reporting ≥7 hours sleep a night from 1991 to 2012 in the 
United States,10 and a quarter of adolescents sleep <6 hours.11 
Elsewhere in the world, 54% of Taiwanese middle school ado-
lescents sleep <6 hours on school nights,12 and 18.1% of South 

Korean adolescents sleep <5 hours.13 A separate Korean survey 
showed a mean sleep duration of just 4.86 hours in South Korean 
12th graders.14 It may only be a matter of time before hitherto 
rare sleep restriction of <5 hours time in bed (TIB) becomes 
more pervasive. Only one study to-date has investigated the 
physiological effects of repeated cycles of sleep restriction and 
recovery in healthy adults.15 It found that stress responses were 
continually elevated throughout the sleep restriction cycles. It is 
still unclear how sleep architecture responds to repeated cycles 
of sleep restriction in adolescents.

Naps have been shown to benefit alertness and cognitive 
performance in adults following normal sleep,16 sleep depriva-
tion,17 and one night of sleep restriction.18,19 However, naps can 
adversely affect nocturnal sleep if their timing and length are 
unfavorable.20 For example, a survey of 231 adolescents who 
habitually napped at least twice a week found that they went to 
bed later, woke up later, and obtained less nocturnal sleep on 
school nights than those who did not nap at all.6

In an earlier study on adolescents, we found that after seven 
nights of sleep restricted to 5 hours, the first recovery sleep epi-
sode had longer total sleep time (TST; consisting of increased 
N2 and rapid eye movement [REM] sleep) and reduced wake 
after sleep onset (WASO) relative to baseline. Incomplete 
recovery of neurobehavioral performance was still observed 
after the second recovery night (9-hour TIB per recovery 
night).21 Similar findings were also observed in a recent study 
on adolescents exposed to five nights of 5-hour sleep restriction 
followed by two recovery nights of 10-hour TIB.22 We recently 

Statement of Significance
Many adolescents presently sleep less on weekday nights than in the past. Daytime napping and weekend sleep extension are often adopted to remedy 
the negative effects of  reduced nocturnal sleep. Two nights of  9-hour recovery sleep during simulated weekend nights were insufficient to return sleep 
architecture to baseline levels following an intense 5-hour time-in-bed school week. Residual effects of  sleep loss were carried over to a second cycle of  
sleep restriction. A long 1-hour afternoon nap alleviated but did not eliminate sleep debt. These findings underscore the importance of  adequate nocturnal 
sleep on adolescent sleep physiology.
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Table 1—Characteristics of  the Nap and No Nap Groups.

Nap group No nap group t/χ2 p

Mean SD Mean SD

n 29 — 28 — — —

Age (y) 16.75 0.94 16.91 1.14 0.55 .59

Gender (% males) 55.20 — 57.10 — 0.02 .88

Habitual nappers (%) 55.17 — 57.14 — 0.02 .88

Body mass index (kg/m2) 20.19 2.71 20.92 2.77 1.01 .32

Caffeinated drinks per day 0.81 0.75 0.75 0.91 0.27 .79

Morningness-Eveningness Questionnaire score 52.62 7.27 50.25 7.66 1.20 .24

Epworth Sleepiness Scale score 6.57 2.86 6.52 2.57 0.08 .94

Chronic Sleep Reduction Questionnaire

 Total score 33.62 4.12 34.21 5.07 0.48 .63

 Shortness of  sleep 12.83 1.75 12.36 2.31 0.87 .39

 Irritation 6.28 1.51 6.36 1.50 0.20 .84

 Loss of  energy 7.21 1.35 7.93 2.05 1.57 .12

 Sleepiness 7.31 1.23 7.57 1.60 0.69 .49

Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index

 TIB on weekdays (h) 6.50 0.90 6.52 0.72 0.13 .90

 TIB on weekends (h) 9.05 1.07 8.76 1.09 1.02 .31

 TST on weekdays (h) 6.05 0.91 6.13 0.73 0.37 .71

 TST on weekends (h) 8.57 1.03 8.40 1.02 0.63 .53

 Global score 5.28 1.89 5.39 2.25 0.21 .83

Actigraphy

 TIB on weekdays (h) 6.20 1.03 6.44 0.99 0.86 .40

 TIB on weekends (h) 8.18 0.82 8.15 0.70 0.15 .88

 TST on weekdays (h) 5.43 0.95 5.69 0.89 1.04 .30

 TST on weekends (h) 7.31 0.86 7.23 0.63 0.39 .70

 Sleep efficiency (%) 88.00 4.98 88.51 4.10 0.42 .68

SD = standard deviation; TIB = time in bed; TST = total sleep time.

demonstrated in this age group that these residual effects of 
sleep loss in the first sleep cycle would carry over and be aggra-
vated in a second cycle of sleep restriction in the form of com-
pounded neurobehavioral impairments.23

In the present work, we examined (1) how sleep architecture 
responds to repeated cycles of sleep restriction and recovery 
simulating an intense school week, (2) if a 1-hour afternoon nap 
could alleviate some of these changes, and (3) if napping in the 
afternoon would adversely affect nocturnal sleep in this setting.

METHODS

Participants
Fifty-seven adolescents took part in the Need for Sleep Study 
2.23 They met the following screening criteria: (1) between 15 
and 19 years of age, (2) no history of chronic medical condi-
tions, psychiatric illness, or sleep disorders, (3) a body mass 
index (BMI) of ≤30 kg/m2, (4) daily consumption of fewer 
than five cups of caffeinated beverages, (5) no history of travel 
across more than two time zones 1 month prior to the experi-
ment, and (6) not habitual short sleepers (i.e., those who had an 
average actigraphically-estimated TIB of <6 hours and showed 
no sign of sleep extension for >1 hour on weekend compared 
to weekday nights). The last criterion excluded individuals who 
slept <6 hours on both weekdays and weekends. Full details of 
the recruitment and screening criteria are detailed in Lo et al.23 
The study was approved by the Institutional Review Board of 
the National University of Singapore and informed consent was 
obtained from both participants and their legal guardian.

Participants were subsequently randomized into nap (n = 29) 
or no nap (n = 28) groups. These groups were equivalent in age, 
gender distribution, proportion of habitual nappers (i.e., indi-
viduals who indicated that they napped at least once a week),24 
BMI, habitual consumption of caffeinated beverages, morning-
ness-eveningness preference,25 levels of daytime sleepiness,26 
symptoms of chronic sleep reduction,27 subjective sleep qual-
ity,28 and self-reported and actigraphically estimated TIB and 
TST during term time (p’s > .12; Table 1).23

One-Week Prestudy Protocol
One week prior to the study, participants were required to 
adhere to a 9-hour sleep schedule (23:00–08:00) to increase the 
likelihood of stable circadian entrainment and to minimize the 
effects of any prior sleep restriction. Napping was not allowed 
during this period. This was carried out in participants’ homes 
and compliance was verified using wrist-worn actigraphy 
(Actiwatch 2, Philips Respironics, Inc., Pittsburgh, PA) on the 
nondominant hand. Caffeine was not permitted 24 hours prior 
to the commencement of the study.

Two-Week Study Protocol
The experimental protocol during the 15-day period is shown 
in Figure 1. In the first two nights of the study (B1–B2), both 
nap and no nap participants were given a 9-hour nocturnal 
sleep opportunity (23:00–08:00) for adaptation (B1) and base-
line characterization (B2). This was followed by two cycles of 
sleep restriction and recovery sleep. The first cycle started with 
five nights of 5-hour sleep restriction (M

1
1–M

1
5; 01:00–06:00) 

and ended with two nights of 9-hour recovery sleep opportunity 

(R
1
1–R

1
2; 23:00–08:00) simulating a typical school week. The 

second cycle began with three nights of sleep restriction (M
2
1–

M
2
3) and ended with two nights of recovery sleep (R

2
1–R

2
2). 

Following all sleep-restricted nights, the nap group was given a 
1-hour nap opportunity from 14:00–15:00 while the no nap group 
watched documentaries. All participants were housed in a stu-
dent hostel and slept in darkened, twin-share, and air-conditioned 
rooms. Participants’ activities were closely monitored throughout 
the experiment to ensure that sleep did not occur outside sched-
uled sleep/nap times. Caffeine consumption was also prohibited.

Polysomnography
Sleep was recorded using portable EEG recording devices 
(SOMNOtouch RESP, SOMNOmedics GmbH, Germany). 
Recordings were obtained on nine nocturnal sleep episodes (B1, 
B2, M

1
1, M

1
3, M

1
5, R

1
1, M

2
1, M

2
3, and R

2
1) and five daytime 

nap episodes (M
1
1, M

1
3, M

1
5, M

2
1, M

2
3; note that the daytime 

nap labels correspond to afternoons following the respective 
sleep restriction night). B1 recordings, which were performed 
to allow participants to adapt to new sleeping conditions, were 
not used in the present analysis. EEG was recorded from two 
main channels (C3 and C4 in the international 10–20 system of 
electrode placement) referenced to the contralateral mastoids. 
The common ground and reference electrode were placed at 
Cz and Fpz, respectively. Electrooculography (EOG; right and 
left outer canthi) and submental electromyography (EMG) were 
also used for sleep stage classification. Signals were sampled at 
256 Hz and band-pass filtered between 0.2 and 35 Hz (EEG and 
EOG) or 1–128 Hz (EMG).

Sleep Staging and EEG Spectral Analysis
Sleep scoring was performed in 30-second epochs using the 
FASST toolbox.29 Scoring was performed by trained techni-
cians following the criteria set by the AASM Manual for the 
Scoring of Sleep and Associated Events.30 The following sleep 
parameters (in minutes) were computed for each polysomno-
graphic record: TST, N2 latency (time from lights off to N2 
sleep onset), duration of individual sleep stages (N1, N2, and 
N3), total non-rapid eye movement (NREM) and rapid eye 
movement (REM) sleep, and WASO. Sleep efficiency (SE) was 
also computed as a percentage of TST to TIB. Plots for each 
parameter were obtained for (1) nocturnal sleep, (2) daytime 
nap, and (3) total nocturnal sleep + daytime nap episodes. For 
sleep macrostructure, 29 nap and 28 no nap participants entered 
the final analyses.

As both sleep duration and SWE have been shown to increase 
following chronic sleep restriction,9 we additionally computed 
SWE by integrating power in the delta band summed across all 
NREM epochs. This method is preferable to using average SWA 
measures as the rate of SWA dissipation decreases throughout 
the night, confounding analyses with different TIBs.

EEG recordings were visually inspected to identify arti-
fact-free 5-second epochs. Recordings containing more than 
10% artifacts (from epochs scored as sleep) were excluded 
from further analyses (12% of nocturnal sleep and 3% of nap 
records). Participants with unusable B2 recordings were also 
removed from further analyses, leaving 27 nap and 26 no nap 
participants for the final EEG spectral analyses.
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EEG spectral analysis was then performed on non-overlap-
ping 5-second epochs using custom routines written in Matlab 
R2012a (The MathWorks, Inc. Natick, MA). Analysis was con-
ducted primarily using C3/A2, unless data from C4/A1 was 
assessed as having fewer artifacts (2.5% of all records). For 
each epoch, power spectral density estimates were computed 
using Welch’s modified periodogram method31 (Hamming win-
dow; 0.2 Hz bin resolution) and integrated from 0.6 to 4 Hz 
using the trapezoidal rule for integral approximation to obtain 
to SWE measures per epoch. SWE was then summed across all 
NREM epochs and expressed as a percentage of total SWE in 
the baseline night. In addition, to investigate temporal dynamics 
of SWE dissipation across nocturnal sleep episodes, we com-
puted total SWE for each hour after N2 sleep onset for either 
(1) the first 7 hours of nocturnal sleep on 9-hour TIB nights 
(B2, R

1
1, and R

2
1) or (2) the first 4 hours of nocturnal sleep on 

5-hour TIB nights (M
1
1, M

1
3, M

1
5, M

2
1, and M

2
3), which was 

the longest sleep duration common to all subjects. These values 
were expressed as a percentage of total SWE in the first hour of 
the baseline night (B2).

Statistical Analysis
Statistical analyses were performed with SAS 9.4 (SAS 
Institute Inc., Cary, NC). A general linear mixed model with 
PROC MIXED was used to investigate the effects of group 
(nap, no nap), night (for nocturnal sleep; day for daytime nap), 
and group × night (or day) interactions on macrostructure and 
SWE measures. Differences of least square means were used 
to determine significant differences (p < .05) (1) between 
groups for nocturnal sleep and total nocturnal sleep + daytime 
nap parameters, (2) within group with respect to baseline (B2) 
parameters, and (3) within group (nap group only) with respect 

Table 1—Characteristics of  the Nap and No Nap Groups.

Nap group No nap group t/χ2 p

Mean SD Mean SD

n 29 — 28 — — —

Age (y) 16.75 0.94 16.91 1.14 0.55 .59

Gender (% males) 55.20 — 57.10 — 0.02 .88

Habitual nappers (%) 55.17 — 57.14 — 0.02 .88

Body mass index (kg/m2) 20.19 2.71 20.92 2.77 1.01 .32

Caffeinated drinks per day 0.81 0.75 0.75 0.91 0.27 .79

Morningness-Eveningness Questionnaire score 52.62 7.27 50.25 7.66 1.20 .24

Epworth Sleepiness Scale score 6.57 2.86 6.52 2.57 0.08 .94

Chronic Sleep Reduction Questionnaire

 Total score 33.62 4.12 34.21 5.07 0.48 .63

 Shortness of  sleep 12.83 1.75 12.36 2.31 0.87 .39

 Irritation 6.28 1.51 6.36 1.50 0.20 .84

 Loss of  energy 7.21 1.35 7.93 2.05 1.57 .12

 Sleepiness 7.31 1.23 7.57 1.60 0.69 .49

Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index

 TIB on weekdays (h) 6.50 0.90 6.52 0.72 0.13 .90

 TIB on weekends (h) 9.05 1.07 8.76 1.09 1.02 .31

 TST on weekdays (h) 6.05 0.91 6.13 0.73 0.37 .71

 TST on weekends (h) 8.57 1.03 8.40 1.02 0.63 .53

 Global score 5.28 1.89 5.39 2.25 0.21 .83

Actigraphy

 TIB on weekdays (h) 6.20 1.03 6.44 0.99 0.86 .40

 TIB on weekends (h) 8.18 0.82 8.15 0.70 0.15 .88

 TST on weekdays (h) 5.43 0.95 5.69 0.89 1.04 .30

 TST on weekends (h) 7.31 0.86 7.23 0.63 0.39 .70

 Sleep efficiency (%) 88.00 4.98 88.51 4.10 0.42 .68

SD = standard deviation; TIB = time in bed; TST = total sleep time.
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to M
1
1 for daytime nap parameters. All data are presented as 

mean ± standard error of the mean.
In addition, we also investigated if habitual napping affected 

nocturnal and daytime sleep parameters.

RESULTS

Sleep Measures During the 1-Week Prestudy Period
During the 1-week prestudy period, participants complied with 
the 23:00–08:00 sleep schedule (Table 2). Average actigraphi-
cally assessed TST was 7.88 ± 0.50 hours. No significant group 
differences in bed time, wake time, TIB, and TST were observed 
(p’s > .63; Table 2).

Sleep Macrostructure
Macrostructure parameters for (1) nocturnal sleep, (2) daytime 
nap, and (3) nocturnal sleep + daytime nap episodes are plot-
ted in Figure 2A–I (left, middle, and right panels, respectively). 
A summary of main and interaction effects of group (nap, no 
nap) and night (or day) on these parameters is provided in 
Table 3. In addition, main and interaction effects of habitual 
napping, group (nap, no nap), and night (or day) on (1) noc-
turnal sleep, and (2) daytime nap parameters are reported in 
Supplementary Table S1.

Critically, all participants in the nap group were able to nap in 
the 1-hour sleep opportunity provided, and habitual napping did 
not significantly affect most sleep parameters (with the excep-
tion of nocturnal REM, which was slightly higher in the nap 
group [p = .01; Supplementary Table S1]).

No Nap Group
Relative to the baseline night, sleep in the first restriction 
period was characterized by reduced TST (in particular N1, 

Table 2—Actigraphically Assessed Sleep Timing and Duration During 
the 1-Week Prestudy Period.

Nap group No nap group t p

Mean SD Mean SD

Bed time (hh:mm) 23:00 00:12 23:00 00:07 0.20 .85

Wake time (hh:mm) 08:02 00:16 08:03 00:21 0.14 .89

Time in bed (h) 9.02 0.28 9.04 0.28 0.27 .78

Total sleep time (h) 7.85 0.55 7.92 0.45 0.48 .63

SD = standard deviation.

Figure 1—The 15-day experimental protocol is illustrated in a double raster plot. Both the nap and the no nap groups underwent one adapta-
tion (B1) and one baseline (B2) night (9 h time-in-bed [TIB]), followed by the first cycle of  sleep restriction for five nights (M11 to M15; 5 h TIB) 
and recovery sleep for two nights (R11 to R12; 9 h TIB). The second cycle consisted of  three nights of  sleep restriction (M21 to M23; 5 h TIB) 
and two nights of  recovery sleep (R21 to R22; 9 h TIB). In addition, the nap group was given a 1 h sleep opportunity between 14:00 and 15:00 
on days following a sleep-restricted night (gray triangles), when the no nap group stayed awake (white triangles). Asterisks mark nocturnal 
sleep and daytime nap episodes monitored with polysomnography.
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Figure 2—Effects of repeated cycles of sleep restriction and recovery on sleep macrostructure across experimental nights. Shaded gray regions 
indicate periods of sleep restriction. Mean ± SEM of the nap (blue line and filled circles) and the no nap (red line and filled circles) groups were 
plotted for (A) total sleep time (TST), (B) N1 sleep, (C) N2 sleep, (D) N3 sleep, (E) non-rapid eye movement (NREM) sleep, (F) rapid eye movement 
(REM) sleep, (G) wake after sleep onset (WASO), (H) sleep efficiency, (I) N2 latency, and (J) slow wave energy (SWE) for nights where polysom-
nography was recorded (B2, M11, M13, M15, R11, M21, M23, R21). Plots were obtained for nocturnal sleep (left panel), daytime nap (middle panel), 
and total nocturnal sleep + daytime nap (right panel). Asterisks indicate significant differences between groups for each night (nocturnal sleep 
and total nocturnal sleep + daytime nap plots), and within the nap group with respect to M11 (daytime nap plots; *p < .05, **p < .01, ***p < .001).
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of sleep restriction: SE was greater on M
2
1 and M

2
3 versus 

M
1
1 and M

1
3, respectively (p = .01 and p = .03; Figure 2H), 

and N2 latency was shorter on M
2
3 versus M

1
3 (p = .03; Figure 

2I). Increases in TST (in particular, N3) and reductions in N2 
latency were also observed from M

2
1 to M

2
3 (p’s < .01). On R

2
1, 

TST (in particular N2 sleep) and SE were greater, and WASO 
and N2 latency were shorter compared to baseline (p’s < .001; 
Figure 2A, C, G–I). The longer duration of NREM sleep (Figure 
2E), together with the same amount of REM sleep (Figure 2F), 
relative to baseline (p < .001 and 0.32 respectively) suggest the 
prioritization of NREM sleep when sleep pressure is increased.32

Nap Group
Prior to the introduction of the nap manipulation on day 
M

1
1, sleep opportunities were equivalent for the nap and the 

no nap groups in all nights, including B2 and M
1
1. Although 

there were initial group differences on night B2 in N2 and N3 
sleep (18.50 min and 18.95 min respectively; Figure 2C and 
D; p = .03 and .02), there were no significant group differ-
ences in TST, sleep stage duration, WASO, SE, or N2 latency 
(p’s > .23) on night M

1
1 (Figure 2A–I). The nap group, like the 

no nap group, demonstrated reductions in TST (both NREM 
and REM) and WASO, and shorter N2 latencies during the first 
sleep restriction night (p’s < .001). However, these changes 
appeared to stabilize (no further change across sleep restriction 
nights), unlike gradual increases in TST and reductions in N2 
latency that were observed in the no nap group. Notably, TST 
increased from approximately 279 to 290 minutes from night 
M

1
1 to M

2
3 (p = .0004; Figure 2A) while N2 latency decreased 

from 17 to 8 minutes (P < .0001; Figure 2I) in the no nap group.
In the first sleep restriction period, TST during the nap epi-

sodes increased from approximately 49 minutes on day M
1
1 to 

53 minutes on day M
1
5 (p = .002; Figure 2A). This was driven 

by a small increase in REM sleep (4.0 ± 1.1 minutes; Figure 2F) 
and decrease in WASO (2.9 ± 0.8 minutes; Figure 2G). The nap 

N2, and REM sleep), reduced WASO, and shorter N2 laten-
cies (p’s < .001; Figure 2A–C, F–G, I). Accumulation of sleep 
debt across sleep restriction nights was evidenced by progres-
sive increase in TST (in particular, N3) and reduction in N2 
latency from M

1
1 to M

1
3 (p’s < .02). This trend continued into 

R
1
1 where there was increased TST (NREM and REM sleep), 

reduced WASO, greater SE, and shorter N2 latency (relative to 
baseline, p’s < .002).

Incomplete recovery after two recovery nights (R
1
1–R

1
2), 

resulted in carry over effects of sleep loss into the second cycle 

Figure 2—Continued
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of sleep restriction: SE was greater on M
2
1 and M

2
3 versus 

M
1
1 and M

1
3, respectively (p = .01 and p = .03; Figure 2H), 

and N2 latency was shorter on M
2
3 versus M

1
3 (p = .03; Figure 

2I). Increases in TST (in particular, N3) and reductions in N2 
latency were also observed from M

2
1 to M

2
3 (p’s < .01). On R

2
1, 

TST (in particular N2 sleep) and SE were greater, and WASO 
and N2 latency were shorter compared to baseline (p’s < .001; 
Figure 2A, C, G–I). The longer duration of NREM sleep (Figure 
2E), together with the same amount of REM sleep (Figure 2F), 
relative to baseline (p < .001 and 0.32 respectively) suggest the 
prioritization of NREM sleep when sleep pressure is increased.32

Nap Group
Prior to the introduction of the nap manipulation on day 
M

1
1, sleep opportunities were equivalent for the nap and the 

no nap groups in all nights, including B2 and M
1
1. Although 

there were initial group differences on night B2 in N2 and N3 
sleep (18.50 min and 18.95 min respectively; Figure 2C and 
D; p = .03 and .02), there were no significant group differ-
ences in TST, sleep stage duration, WASO, SE, or N2 latency 
(p’s > .23) on night M

1
1 (Figure 2A–I). The nap group, like the 

no nap group, demonstrated reductions in TST (both NREM 
and REM) and WASO, and shorter N2 latencies during the first 
sleep restriction night (p’s < .001). However, these changes 
appeared to stabilize (no further change across sleep restriction 
nights), unlike gradual increases in TST and reductions in N2 
latency that were observed in the no nap group. Notably, TST 
increased from approximately 279 to 290 minutes from night 
M

1
1 to M

2
3 (p = .0004; Figure 2A) while N2 latency decreased 

from 17 to 8 minutes (P < .0001; Figure 2I) in the no nap group.
In the first sleep restriction period, TST during the nap epi-

sodes increased from approximately 49 minutes on day M
1
1 to 

53 minutes on day M
1
5 (p = .002; Figure 2A). This was driven 

by a small increase in REM sleep (4.0 ± 1.1 minutes; Figure 2F) 
and decrease in WASO (2.9 ± 0.8 minutes; Figure 2G). The nap 

episodes comprised mainly of N2 and N3 sleep, and no sig-
nificant change in the duration of these two stages was found 
(p’s > .46; Figure 2C and D).

When the total of nocturnal sleep and daytime napping during 
the first sleep restriction period was considered, the additional 
sleep opportunity during the daytime led the nap participants to 
have longer TST (37.3–51.4 minutes, p’s < .001; Figure 2A) and 
N3 duration (19.0–37.6 minutes, p’s < .05; Figure 2D) than their 
no nap counterparts. As a result of the smaller amount of sleep 
debt accumulated across the first five sleep restriction nights, the 
nap group experienced shorter TST, higher WASO, lower SE, and 
longer N2 latency (p’s < .05; Figure 2A, G–I) compared to the 
no nap group in the first recovery night. Nevertheless, in the nap 
group, sleep architecture features reflecting residual effects of 
sleep restriction (increased TST in particular N2 and REM sleep, 
reduced WASO, and greater SE compared to baseline; p’s < .01; 
Figure 2A, C, F–H) were still evident on the first recovery night.

In the second sleep restriction period, the nap group contin-
ued to show residual effects of prior sleep loss: REM sleep was 
7.3 minutes longer on night M

2
1 versus M

1
1 (Figure 2F), and 

N2 sleep was 12.7 minutes longer on night M
2
3 versus M

1
3 

(Figure 2C). This was accompanied by changes in daytime nap-
ping parameters: (1) increased TST on day M

2
1 and M

2
3 versus 

M
1
1 and M

1
3 (p’s = .03; Figure 2A), (2) N3 duration on day 

M
2
3 versus M

1
3 (p = .03; Figure 2D), as well as (3) reduced N2 

latency on M
2
3 versus M

1
3 (p = .02; Figure 2I).

These findings show incomplete recuperation after the first recov-
ery period, and further elevation of sleep debt in the second sleep 
restriction period despite additional daytime nap opportunities.

Slow Wave Energy
In both nap and no nap groups, SWE was reduced with respect 
to baseline on all sleep restriction nights, even when the sum 
of total nocturnal sleep and daytime nap SWE was considered 
(p’s < .003; Figure 2J). During the recovery nights, however, 

Table 3—Main and Interaction Effects of  Group (Nap, No Nap) and Night on Sleep Parameters for (a) Nocturnal Sleep, (b) Daytime Nap, and (c) Total 
Nocturnal Sleep + Daytime Nap Episode.

Nocturnal sleep Daytime nap Total nocturnal sleep + daytime nap

FGroup FNight FGroup × Night FDay FGroup FNight/Day FGroup × Night/Day

TST 10.45** 7598.94*** 7.11*** 5.41*** 101.83*** 1430.3*** 32.68***

N1 0.48 38.20*** 1.44 1.64 1.65 32.28*** 1.65

N2 1.80 665.33*** 1.90 0.67 0.74 509.92*** 7.52***

N3 0.00 12.72*** 4.27*** 3.98** 7.72** 1.20 9.42***

NREM sleep 4.13* 1814.88*** 4.57*** 3.15* 29.43*** 696.26*** 32.63***

REM sleep 0.17 345.57*** 0.83 3.98* 0.36 297.67*** 0.88

WASO 1.58 23.94*** 0.98 3.90** 4.08 6.88*** 0.63

SE 10.62** 10.19*** 4.1*** 4.25** — — —

N2 latency 11.06** 22.83*** 7.05*** 2.57* — — —

SWE 16.66*** 82.88*** 11.29*** 2.47 0.94 27.62*** 23.70***

Asterisks indicate the threshold of  significance (*p < .05, **p < .01, ***p < .001).
NREM = non-rapid eye movement; REM = rapid eye movement; SE = sleep efficiency; SWE = slow wave energy; TST = total sleep time; WASO = wake 
after sleep onset.
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total nocturnal sleep + daytime nap SWE returned to baseline 
levels in the no nap group (p’s > .37) but remained below base-
line levels in the nap group (p’s < .0001), likely due to a reduc-
tion in sleep pressure from the afternoon nap taken prior to the 
first recovery nights in each cycle.

Plots for NREM SWE by group (nap, no nap) and hour across 
nocturnal sleep episodes are also shown in Figure 3. In all 
nocturnal sleep episodes, there was a main effect of hour into 
night (p’s < .001) where SWE decreased as sleep progressed. 
Concerning group and group × hour interactions on SWE, there 
were no significant differences on those nights before the nap 
manipulation was introduced (i.e., B2 and M

1
1; p’s > .20).

However, both group and group × hour interactions were sig-
nificant on M

1
3, M

1
5, and R

1
1 (p’s < .02), where the no nap 

group showed elevated SWE, particularly in the first few hours 
of sleep, compared to the nap group. In the first hour of sleep on 
M

1
3 and M

1
5, SWE in the no nap group was about 9% greater 

than its corresponding baseline value, indicating elevated sleep 
pressure. Following two nights of recovery sleep, SWE of both 
groups remained comparable on M

2
1 (no main effect of group 

and group × hour; p’s > .36), but became elevated again in the 
no nap group on M

2
3 and R

2
1 (significant group and group × 

hour interactions; p’s < .007).

DISCUSSION
Adolescent self-reported sleep duration has been on the decline 
in recent years.10 This trend, if left unchecked could lead to a 
slew of academic, social, and health issues.1,33,34 The present 

study aimed to investigate changes in sleep physiology arising 
from repeated cycles of multinight sleep restriction to 5-hour 
TIB simulating an intense school week followed by 2 recovery 
nights of 9-hour TIB. Our findings reveal that multiple nights of 
sleep restriction bring about cumulative changes in sleep archi-
tecture indicative of a buildup in sleep debt that are aggravated 
early in a second cycle of sleep restriction. A 1-hour afternoon 
nap each day resulted in reduced homeostatic sleep pressure. 
However, two nights of 9-hour TIB recovery sleep simulating a 
weekend were insufficient to restore sleep EEG to baseline lev-
els even in the nap group. Finally, we demonstrated that having 
a 1-hour mid-afternoon nap following each night of 5-hour TIB 
did not perturb nocturnal sleep and may have instead contrib-
uted to stabilizing sleep debt accrued across days.

Sleep Debt Accumulated Across Sleep Restriction Nights 
in Both Nap and No Nap Groups, but Was Greater in the No 
Nap Group
Sleep macrostructure differences in the recovery nights com-
pared to baseline (B2) in both groups were observed in the form 
of increased N2 sleep, REM sleep, and SE and reduced WASO. 
Additionally, the no nap group displayed increased TST, NREM 
sleep, and reduced N2 latency and N1 sleep. These transitions to 
deeper and longer sleep in the recovery nights are indicative of 
compensatory responses activated to overcome elevated sleep 
pressure accumulated over multiple nights of sleep restriction. 
Even across nap episodes within the nap group, increases in 
TST, N3 sleep, SE, and SWE and decreases in WASO were 

Figure 3—Slow wave energy (SWE) by hour (normalized to SWE in the first hour [H1] of  the baseline night [B2]) from the onset of  N2 sleep. 
Only NREM epochs were considered. Values indicate mean ± SEM of  the nap (blue line and filled circles) and the no nap (red line and filled 
circles) groups for (1) the first 7 hours of  nocturnal sleep on 9-hour TIB nights (B2, R11, and R21), and (2) the first 4 hours of  nocturnal sleep 
on 5-hour TIB nights (M11, M13, M15, M21, and M23). Asterisks indicate significant differences between groups (*p < .05, **p < .01, ***p < .001).
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observed, still rising at the end of the second sleep restriction 
period.

There was greater accumulation of sleep debt in the no 
nap group as evidenced by more pronounced changes in 
NREM sleep, WASO, SE, N2 latency, and SWE in the first 
recovery night, and onward into the second sleep restric-
tion period. A 1-hour mid-afternoon nap appears to have 
stabilized EEG features of sleep debt accumulated across 
multiple nights.

Two Nights of 9-Hour Recovery Sleep may be Insufficient to 
Reverse the Electrophysiological Effects of 5 Nights of 5-Hour 
Sleep Restriction
This study was designed to simulate a typical school week—with 
five nights of 5-hour sleep restriction on school nights followed 
by two nights of 9-hour recovery sleep during a weekend—and 
investigate the EEG dynamics when school starts again in the 
ensuing week. When nocturnal sleep in the second sleep restric-
tion cycle was compared with the first, there were indications 
that recovery was not complete and residual effects of sleep loss 
carried over to the second cycle. In our prior work investigating 
the effects of seven nights of sleep restriction, recovery was also 
shown to be incomplete by the third night,21 in contrast to adults 
who show full recovery in terms of restitution to baseline sleep 
stage durations by the first or third recovery night,7,8,32,35 even 
with seven nights of 3-hour TIB.8 While no direct comparison 
can be made with adults here, these findings reinforce the notion 
that adolescents may not habituate to recurrent episodes of par-
tial sleep loss and that lost sleep may not be adequately compen-
sated by two nights of 9-hour TIB (akin to a weekend), even with 
a 1-hour afternoon nap following each sleep-restricted night.

The accentuation of EEG changes in the second sleep restric-
tion cycle ought to serve as a wake-up-call to adolescents who 
subject themselves to draconian sleep schedules for an entire 
school term involving many more cycles of sleep restriction and 
potentially incomplete recovery.

A 1-Hour Afternoon Nap Does Not Alter Nocturnal Sleep 
Architecture in These Sleep-Restricted Participants
Long naps that contain slow wave sleep or naps taken late in the 
day can lead to increased alertness in the evening due to reduced 
homeostatic sleep pressure, leading to decreased nocturnal sleep 
later that night.36 In turn, this could increase the likelihood of 
napping the following day, leading to a vicious cycle of short 
sleep and increased daytime napping.37 However, in this study, 
we showed that there was comparable nocturnal NREM sleep, 
REM sleep, and WASO between the nap and the no nap groups 
on sleep restriction nights. When differences were observed 
between groups (eg, TST and N2 latency on M

2
3, and SE on 

most sleep restriction nights), these were due to changes across 
nights in the no nap group rather than in the nap group, suggest-
ing that this was due to greater sleep debt in the no nap group 
rather than reduced sleep capacity in the nap group.

Prior work36,38 has advocated shorter duration naps (e.g., 
10-minute), out of concern that of sleep inertia would impair 
performance and alertness soon after awakening if those naps 
were to contain a greater amount of slow wave sleep. Although 
we did not compare effects of differing nap durations, it seems 

reasonable to state that if performance immediately after nap-
ping is not crucial, a 1-hour afternoon nap may be preferable to 
shorter naps given that reduction in sleep debt and sleepiness, 
and gains in neurobehavioral functions23 may be accrued with-
out interference with nocturnal sleep.

Study Limitations
In this study, sleep restriction and recovery nights were exper-
imentally set at 5 and 9 hours, respectively. This level of sleep 
restriction may seem severe to some, but is commonly observed 
in Asian adolescents.13,14 Adolescents in our sample had acti-
graphically estimated habitual TIBs of 6.32 ± 1.02 hours (mean 
± standard deviation) on weekdays and 8.17 ± 0.76 hours on 
weekends during term time. Habitual TST was 5.56 ± 0.92 
hours on weekdays and 7.27 ± 0.76 hours on weekends. These 
levels of weekday sleep are far below the recommended 8 hours 
of sleep prescribed for this age group3 and less than the sleep 
duration reported in other North American, European, and 
Asian countries.39 Whether our findings can be generalized to 
adolescents from other countries who habitually sleep longer 
remain to be addressed.

In addition, our findings could differ for less severe levels 
of nightly sleep restriction, or greater weekend recovery dura-
tions—an issue future studies should investigate. Adolescents 
may also choose to take additional naps on weekends, which 
could allow for complete recovery before the next cycle of sleep 
restriction. A 2 pm nap time might also be unrealistic for stu-
dents who would be in class at this time. Future work could look 
into the effect of later nap times.

We were also only able to track EEG changes across two sleep 
restriction and recovery cycles. As sleep debt appeared to be 
cumulating in both nap and no nap groups in the second cycle 
of sleep restriction, future studies should investigate if these 
changes continue to accrue over more cycles of sleep restric-
tion and recovery or if an allostatic change in sleep homeostasis 
would instead be observed.

CONCLUSION
The present study underscores the importance of adequate noc-
turnal sleep in adolescents. Sleep debt accumulated during an 
intense school week may not be fully compensated by extending 
sleep on weekend nights and may intensify upon re-exposure to 
sleep restriction. Afternoon naps can be taken to alleviate sleep 
debt under conditions of severe sleep restriction without com-
promising nocturnal sleep architecture but these do not restore 
sleep to baseline, especially if sleep restriction is repeated the 
following week.
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